
 

Glossary of election terms 

Ballot paper 

A slip of paper used to register a vote 

By-election 

An election used to fill elected offices that have become vacant 

Cast a vote 

To vote in an election 

Consecutive  

Following each other continuously 

Draw lots  

To decide something by picking an item, often a slip of paper, at random 

Election address 

The material sent out by a candidate during an election  

Election provider 

A company that manages an election, in our case the Electoral Reform Service (ERS) 

Electorate 

All the people in an area who are entitled to vote in an election, in our case all foundation trust 
governors that are members of NHS Providers 

Eligible  

Having the right to do or obtain something; satisfying the appropriate conditions. 

Equality of votes 

The numbers voting for and against are exactly equal 

Electronic voting  

Electronic voting (also known as e-voting or EVM) refers to voting using electronic means to either 
aid or take care of the work of casting and counting votes 

Nominate 

To formally choose (someone) as a candidate  

Nomination 
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The action of nominating or state of being nominated. 

Nomination form 

The paper on which you nominate your chosen candidate   

Nominating trust  

The organisation providing the nominated candidate, in this case a Foundation trust  

Returning officer 

The official who conducts an election and announces the result 

Scheduled election 

The time in which an election is planned to take place  

Single transferable vote 

The single transferable vote (STV) is a voting system designed to achieve proportional representation 
through ranked voting. Under STV, an elector (voter) has a single vote that is initially allocated to 
their most preferred candidate and, as the count proceeds and candidates are either elected or 
eliminated, is transferred to other candidates according to the voter's stated preferences, in 
proportion to any surplus or discarded votes. 
 
Term of office 

The length of time a person serves in a particular elected office. 

Unelected candidate 

Someone that is not elected 

Vacant seat  

A seat that is unoccupied (free)  

Validity  

The quality of being logically or factually sound 

Voting paper 

A piece of paper used to register a person's vote; a ballot paper. 
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